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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 1997 Grant Activity Report submitted by the Legal Aid Society of San Diego
significantly overstated the number of cases closed during the year and understated the
cases open at year end. The program reported 32,304 cases closed, but only 10,279
cases qualified to be reported as closed. Therefore the reported closed cases were
overstated by 22,025 cases, or 68 percent of the total reported. A total of 792 cases were
reported as open, but the program had 1,076 open cases at year end.
Closed cases were overstated primarily because 14,398 telephone calls were
reported as cases closed, even though the callers were not provided any legal assistance
and only partial eligibility determinations were made. Essentially the callers were given the
telephone number of a legal service provider that might have been able to help them. An
additional 4,700 Private Attorney Involvement closed cases, paid for with non-LSC funds,
were reported. LSC reporting requirements allow only cases funded entirely or partially
with LSC funds to be reported. Clerical errors added 2,692 to the total reported closed
cases. We also estimated that 235 cases were reported twice. Open cases were
understated because only cases opened during the year and remaining open at year end
were reported instead of all cases remaining open at year end.
Two other problems, not directly related to case counting, were also disclosed
during our review. Legal Aid Society of San Diego's automated case management system
included over 1,000 cases without a client name. In addition, we estimate about five
percent of the cases in the case management system data base had incorrect reason
closed codes.
Recommendations to correct the above problems are on page 10.
The Legal Aid Society of San Diego contracted with another non-profit legal service
organization to meet its Private Attorney Involvement requirements. This organization did
not verify the eligibility of 90 percent of its clients with domestic abuse and voluntary
guardianship cases. The Legal Aid Society of San Diego needs to monitor its contractor to
ensure that only allowable cases are being serviced. On page 13 we make
recommendations to correct the problem.
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BACKGROUND
The Legal Aid Society of San Diego is a nonprofit California corporation organized in
1953 to provide legal services to indigent individuals who meet established eligibility
guidelines. Its priorities include housing, income maintenance, medical, family, and
consumer issues. The grantee is headquartered in San Diego and has a branch office in
Oceanside. Its staff includes 19 attorneys, 13 paralegals, and 24 other staff who provide
computer, accounting, and administrative support services. In 1997, the grantee received
funding totaling about $3.1 million. About 73.6 percent, or $2,261,629, came from LSC.
The grantee attempts to meet its Private Attorney Involvement requirement primarily
through a contract with the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program for the provision of
family law services.
The grantee is required to prepare and submit an annual Grant Activity Report to
LSC on key aspects of its workload. The report includes statistics for basic field services
and Private Attorney Involvement programs funded with LSC funds, including the number
of open and closed cases, types of cases, and the reasons for closing cases. For calendar
year 1997, the grantee reported 792 open cases and 32,304 closed cases to LSC.
The grantee keeps track of client cases primarily through a customized ΑTurbo≅
case management system operated at both the main office in San Diego and the
Oceanside branch office. The San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program records and tracks
client cases in a separate computer system which is also used to produce case statistical
reports on Private Attorney Involvement cases.
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
The primary objective of this review was to determine whether the grantee provided
LSC with accurate case statistical data in its 1997 Grant Activity Report.
The Office of Inspector General (OIG) performed this audit from August 10 through
August 21, 1998, at the grantee's main office and from October 13 through 22, 1998 at the
grantee's main office and the subgrantee=s office. The OIG obtained and examined the
grantee's 1997 and 1998 grant proposals to LSC; 1995, 1996, and 1997 grant activity
reports; and 1996 and 1997 Program Integrity certifications. During the on-site visit, the
OIG interviewed, and collected information from the grantee=s executive director,
managing attorneys, staff attorneys, paralegals, intake staff, information system specialist,
and other support staff as well as the executive director and staff of the San Diego
Volunteer Lawyers Program.
The OIG also obtained and reviewed the data in the grantee=s automated case
management system to determine if the case statistical data reported to LSC in the Grant
Activity Report was consistent with information in client case files and in compliance with
applicable LSC reporting requirements. The OIG randomly selected 85 client cases for
detailed review. The OIG reviewed client case files for 30 additional cases which appeared
to be duplicate cases.
The OIG reviewed the contract between the grantee and the San Diego Volunteer
Lawyers Program and related funding transactions. The OIG also obtained and examined
data in the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program=s automated case management system
to determine if the case statistical data reported to the grantee for 1997 was consistent with
information in client case files and with the information reported by the grantee to LSC for
the Private Attorney Involvement program.
We performed this audit in accordance with Government Auditing Standards (1994
revision) established by the Comptroller General of the United States and under authority
of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended and Public Law 105-119, incorporating
by reference Public Law 104-134, ∋509(g).
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RESULTS OF AUDIT
CASE SERVICE REPORTING
The 1997 Grant Activity Report submitted by the grantee significantly overstated the
cases closed during the year and understated the cases remaining open at year end. Most
of the overstatement resulted from the practice of counting and reporting as cases very
brief telephone contacts where no legal service was provided and no eligibility checks were
performed. Additional overstatements resulted from reporting: (1) non-LSC funded Private
Attorney Involvement cases, (2) cases that did not exist, and (3) some duplicate cases.
The overstatement was caused by the grantee's failure to follow LSC reporting instructions,
clerical errors in Grant Activity Report preparation, and a lack of supervisory review. The
understatement of open cases resulted from the incorrect extraction of data from the case
management system.
Case Service Reporting Requirements
LSC requires recipients to submit an annual Grant Activity Report summarizing the
previous year=s legal services activity wholly or partially supported with LSC funds. The
information in the report includes total number of cases worked on, types of legal issues,
number of open and closed cases and the reasons cases were closed. The report also
includes information on Private Attorney Involvement cases. The Case Service Reporting
Handbook and Grant Activity Report instructions provide reporting criteria for cases.
Reported cases must be for eligible clients and within the recipient's priorities. Eligibility is
based on income and asset determinations and must be documented.
LSC Uses of Grant Activity Report
LSC uses recipient case statistical information to support the Corporation's annual
budget request and as a performance measure in the performance plan submitted in
response to the Government Performance and Results Act. The compilation of programwide data on open and closed cases is an integral part of the management oversight
process and also allows LSC management to keep its Board of Directors and the Congress
informed of significant program activities and performance. LSC collects and stores
summary statistics on open and closed cases in a centralized database at corporate
headquarters in Washington, DC. For 1997, the database included data for 269 grantees.
It showed that the grantees had 471,600 cases open at year end and had closed
1,461,013 cases during the year.
Use of Automated Case Management System to Prepare Annual Grant Activity
Report
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Turbo-Cases is a data processing system that allows the grantee to store, retrieve,
and analyze information about client cases and the organization=s delivery of legal
services. It has been used since 1993 to produce annual case statistical reports for LSC.
The grantee used the case records in the ΑTurbo≅ database to produce reports on open
and closed cases. The data from these reports was then manually entered into to the
Grant Activity Report system.
In response to the annual reporting requirement, the grantee submitted the
following information to LSC.
Type of Legal Problem
Consumer/Finance
Education
Employment
Family
Juvenile
Health
Housing
Income Maintenance
Individual Rights
Miscellaneous
Totals

Open
82
32
0
161
12
11
233
175
86
0

Closed
1,846
105
681
14,142
148
735
5,342
2,950
1,077
5,278

792

32,304

The 32,304 cases that the grantee reported as closed included 14,917 referrals to
other legal services providers and 4,700 Private Attorney Involvement cases that were
handled by the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program. Overall, the grantee classified
about 94.2 percent (30,426 cases) of the closed cases as brief services and 5.8 percent of
them (1,878 cases) as extended services.
Examination of Reported Cases
The grantee overstated closed cases by 22,025 and understated open cases by 284
cases in the 1997 Grant Activity Report. The overstatement occurred primarily because
the grantee did not exercise due care, or follow LSC instructions, when preparing the
report. The omission of the open cases occurred primarily because the grantee did not
retrieve all open cases from the automated case management system.
Closed Cases Overstated
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The grantee should have reported 10,279, instead of 32,304, closed cases. The
closed cases were significantly overstated because the grantee reported (1) a large
number of referrals that should not have been reported as cases, (2) Private Attorney
Involvement cases that were not funded by LSC, (3) non-existent cases resulting from
clerical errors, and (4) duplicate cases. The following chart shows the number of
overstated cases by category.
Overstated Closed Cases
Referrals Without Legal Assessment
Non-LSC Funded Private Attorney Involvement
Non-Existent Cases
Duplicates
Total

14,398
4,700
2,692
235
22,025

The grantee derived the 32,304 closed case figure by combining data from its case
management system with data provided by the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers program.
The system produced a Case Statistical Report showing 24,912 closed cases of which
14,907 (about 60 percent) were Αreferred after legal assessment≅ cases. The grantee
contacted the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program by telephone and obtained summary
information indicating that 4,700 private Attorney Involvement cases were closed during the
year. The combined figures totaled 29,612 cases. A series of clerical errors increased the
total number of closed cases reported on the Grant Activity Report to 32,304.
Referrals Without Legal Assessment
The grantee incorrectly reported 14,398 telephone contacts with prospective clients
as cases closed. The only service provided during these calls were by the grantee's
screeners (non-attorneys and non-paralegals) who gave the callers the phone numbers of
other legal service providers in the San Diego area. The screeners obtained the caller's
name, address, legal problem and entered the information as cases in the automated case
management system. Typically only a few minutes were spent with the caller. The
screeners did not ask the caller for specific income and asset information required by 45
CFR 1611.5(b) to determine financial eligibility. The screeners did not suggest to the
callers that the grantee would provide any type of legal service other than the phone
number of another legal services provider. The screeners, who were not paralegals or
attorneys, did not have the legal qualifications necessary to assess the merits of the callers'
problems or to classify them as cases. In addition, the grantee did not forward any
information collected by screeners about prospective clients to other legal services
providers.
The grantee should have categorized the 14,398 telephone contacts as matters, not
cases, because the only assistance provided was a telephone number of another legal
6

services organization. LSC requires that cases be reported only when the individual
seeking assistance is eligible under LSC regulations, is accepted as a client, and an
attorney/client relationship exists.
Non-LSC Funded Private Attorney Involvement Cases
The grantee incorrectly reported 4,700 Private Attorney Involvement closed cases
that were financed with non-LSC funds. The 1997 Grant Activity Report instructions stated
that grantees were only to report cases that were fully or partially paid for with LSC funds.
The 4,700 Private Attorney Involvement cases were handled by the San Diego Volunteer
Lawyers Program under a contract with the grantee to perform family law services. The
grantee paid San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program with funds that were not received from
LSC. Therefore, the grantee should not have reported the Private Attorney Involvement
cases handled by San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program.
The grantee's staff asserted that the Private Attorney Involvement case closure
statistics were included in the Grant Activity Report primarily because of conflicting LSC
instructions. The instructions allow non-LSC funds to pay for Private Attorney Involvement
cases and require that Private Attorney Involvement cases be reported, but preclude the
reporting of cases not funded by LSC.
The OIG does not agree that the instructions are unclear. Both the Grant Activity
Report instructions and the Case Service Reporting Handbook clearly require that only
cases wholly or partially funded by LSC be reported. Private Attorney Involvement cases
that are financed with non-LSC funds should not be reported. The grantee's staff could
have resolved reporting concerns by following the instructions on page one of the Grant
Activity Report instruction and contacting the LSC staff listed.
Nonexistent Cases
The grantee incorrectly reported as closed 2,692 cases that did not exist. The
grantee's case management system indicated that 29,612 cases were closed during 1997.
However, the grantee's Grant Activity Report reported that 32,304 cases were closed. The
2,692 case overstatement occurred because of errors that were made when the case
management data was manually entered into the Grant Activity Report system.
The case management system and the Grant Activity Report system are not
electronically linked, even though both are automated systems. The case statistics data
from the case management system must be entered manually into the Grant Activity
Report system. The grantee staff person who entered the data made errors that
understated some types of cases by 1,059 and overstated other types of cases by 3,751.
This resulted in a net overstatement of 2,692 closed cases. The error was not detected
because no supervisor reviewed the Grant Activity Report prior to its submission to LSC
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and because the Grant Activity Report data was not verified with the case management
system.
Duplicate Records
The reported closed cases were overstated by an estimated 235 duplicate records.
In these instances, the grantee recorded, closed, and reported the same case twice.
A "near duplicate" report from the grantee's case management system indicated that
the system included duplicate records. These records occur when two or more separate
cases are established for a client on the same legal problem. The "near duplicate" report
indicated a potential 1410 duplicate closed cases. Our review of a sample of 30 cases
showed that 16.7 percent were duplicates. We applied this percentage to the 1410
potential duplicates and estimated that 235 duplicate closed cases were reported.
Open Cases Understated
The grantee under reported open cases by 284 (26 percent) because only cases
opened during 1997 and not closed by year end were reported. Cases that were
opened in prior years were not reported, even though they remained open at the end of
1997. Some cases that were open at year end, but subsequently closed were also
omitted from the Grant Activity Report. Reporting instructions require that all open
cases be reported, regardless of the year they were established. The problem occurred
because grantee staff incorrectly extracted information on open cases from the case
management system.
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LSC GUIDANCE ON REPORTING
LSC recently revised and issued a new Case Services Reporting Handbook that
addresses many of the problems discussed in this report. This new handbook includes
additional requirements and procedures that should improve the accuracy and
completeness of data reported in the Grant Activity Report. In addition, new, clearer
definitions of case, client, and referred after legal assessment are provided. These
definitions should help the grantee improve the accuracy of its future Grant Activity
Reports. Most requirements in the revised handbook are applicable to reports due in
March of the year 2000. However, two important requirements are applicable to the March
1999 Grant Activity Report. One requires the timely closing of cases and the other requires
management review of the Grant Activity Report before it is submitted to LSC. Grantee
management should ensure that all staff members who assist in preparing the Grant
Activity Report are familiar with the revised handbook and that the new requirements are
followed.
OTHER CASE MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Two other problems concerning the grantee's case management system surfaced
during the OIG review. Specifically, the case management system did not: (1) include
client names for all cases, and (2) always agree with the information in client case files.
Cases Without Client Names
Over 1,000 cases recorded in the management system did not include the client's
name. These cases may not be valid LSC cases. Eligibility cannot be verified or a conflict
check performed unless potential clients' names are known. Grantee staff suggested that
many people wish to remain anonymous and do not provide their names to the screeners.
Errors Recording Client Information in Case Management System
The grantee's automated case management system had a 5 percent error rate. The
errors resulted from erroneous reason closed codes. The primary cause of the problem
was the staff's lack of familiarity with the definitions in the Grant Activity Report instructions
and Case Service Reporting Handbook.
CONCLUSIONS
The grantee needs to improve the accuracy of case statistics reported in the Grant Activity
Report. Its 1997 report erroneously included 22,025 closed cases, or approximately 68
percent of the reported total. Open cases were understated by 26 percent. Unless
grantee management takes prompt corrective actions, similar errors are likely to occur in
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future reports. The problems could be solved through additional supervisory review and
oversight of the staff preparing the report and better report preparation procedures.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The OIG recommends that the grantee:
1.
Implement procedures providing for the supervisory review over preparation
of the Grant Activity Report .
2.
Implement procedures to validate the accuracy of the Grant Activity Report
before it is submitted to LSC.
3.
Implement procedures requiring that a detailed case listing be prepared to
support the statistical data on open and closed cases in the Grant Activity Report.
4.
Periodically prepare a Αnear duplicate ≅ report and purge redundant records
from the automated case management system.
5.
Implement procedures that require clients to provide their names before a
case is opened.
6.
Periodically prepare automated case management reports with LSC standard
problem types and reason closed codes and circulate to managing attorneys to validate
that the information in the automated system matches the information in client case files.

SUMMARY OF GRANTEE COMMENTS ON CASE STATISTICS REPORTING
The grantee’s comments did not question the report’s significant factual data. The major
point of the comments concerned the finding that the number of closed cases reported in
the 1997 Grant Activity Report was substantially overstated. The comments stated that the
grantee had “… independently determined the stated errors … adjusted our figures… and
…implemented changes in our procedures to no longer count telephone referrals as closed
cases”. The comments stated that this information was provided to the OIG in an August
3, 1998, letter prior to the start of the audit.
The comments also:
1. disagreed with the report’s statement that “ … no eligibility determinations were
made…” for callers who were not provided legal assistance. The comments stated that
basic eligibility determinations were made for each caller (gross family income and
number in household).
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2. questioned the appropriateness of the statistical sample used to estimate that 282
cases were reported twice. The grantee agreed that five duplicate cases were found.
3. questioned the use of the term “cases” to describe the records in the data base that
lacked names. According to the grantee, the records lacking names were for referred
callers. Therefore, “ Since …referrals are not allowed to be reported or termed “cases”
… they … cannot be identified as “cases for this comment”.
4. asserted that the reported percentage of errors in the data base due to incorrect
problem type or reason closed codes was incorrect because only one case might have
been in error and that one case did not result in a substantial error rate.
The comments stated that the recommendations were discussed in the grantee’s August
3,1998 letter to the OIG and that the recommendations were being implemented.
The grantee’s comments are in Appendix 2.
OIG RESPONSE TO GRANTEE COMMENTS
The grantee’s August 3, 1998 letter did indicate problems with case counting and reporting
of referrals after assessment. However, the letter stated that the total number of reported
closed cases should have been 25,208, substantially more than the approximately 10,279
cases that we estimated were actually closed during the year. The grantee made no effort
to correct the reporting until our audit was well underway. Its 1997 Grant Activity Report
was not amended to report 10,208 closed cases until January 9, 1999. Clearly, the OIG
audit resulted in the grantee more accurately reporting closed cases.
Response to other grantee comments:
1.

eligibility determinations – The OIG changed the report to indicate that partial
eligibility determinations were made when individuals called seeking legal
assistance and were referred to other legal service organizations.

2.

statistical sample for duplicates – The OIG sample was valid. The grantee agreed
that five cases were duplicates. We accepted the grantee’s statement that there
were five duplicate cases and adjusted our estimate of total duplicates in the case
management system from 282 to 235.

3.

use of the term cases applied to records that did not include client names – The
grantee reported brief telephone calls as cases in its Grant Activity Report.
Therefore, the use of the term is appropriate to describe records that did not include
names.
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4.

percentage of errors in the data base – We reviewed our work papers and
confirmed that four records were erroneous. We deleted the reference to incorrect
problem type and adjusted the error rate to about five percent.

The grantee’s August 3, 1998 letter does not clearly define the corrective action that was
being taken. We affirm our recommendations. A corrective action plan for implementing the
recommendations, including dates for completion of corrective action, should be submitted
to the OIG within 30 days of the date of this report.
MANAGEMENT OF PRIVATE ATTORNEY INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM
LSC requires that its grant recipients spend at least 12.5 percent of their basic field grant
award to involve private attorneys in providing legal assistance to eligible clients. The
grantee contracted with the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program to meet most of its
Private Attorney Involvement requirement. The grantee paid the San Diego Volunteer
Lawyers Program about $217,000 in 1997 to provide family law services to 4,500 clients.
The grantee did not adequately manage its Private Attorney Involvement Program and has
no assurance that the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program served only LSC eligible
clients with these funds.
About 90 percent of the cases the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program handled
under the Private Attorney Involvement program were domestic violence or voluntary
guardianship cases. The San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program did not determine if
clients with guardianship cases met LSC citizenship or resident alien requirements.
Income eligibility was not verified for clients with domestic violence cases. The San Diego
Volunteer Lawyers Program staff told us they assumed that potential clients with domestic
violence or voluntary guardianship cases were eligible for LSC services because they were
eligible for services under California law.
The grantee does not have a Private Attorney Involvement program meeting LSC
requirements because its contractor does not make eligibility determinations for the vast
majority of clients. There is a high probability that many ineligible clients are being
provided legal services. This flaw is relatively easy to correct. The contract between the
grantee and the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program requires the latter to comply with
the grantee's policies and procedures. In accordance with this provision, the grantee
should direct the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program to make eligibility determinations
for all prospective clients. Later the grantee should review a sample of case files to
determine if San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program made the required eligibility
determinations.
In addition to the eligibility determination problems, the San Diego Volunteer
Lawyers Program did not accurately report the number of cases closed. The San Diego
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Volunteer Lawyers Program reported to the grantee that it closed 4,794 cases in 1997. A
detailed case listing produced by the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program showed that
5,889 cases were closed during the year. However, this number was significantly
overstated. Two causes of the overstatement were that the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers
Program counted as clients both parties in domestic dispute cases and, in non-domestic
cases, individuals whose income may have exceeded LSC limits. There were no
indications that the Program represented both parties in domestic cases. The Program did
not have documentation for the closed cases that it reported to the grantee. The San Diego
Volunteer Lawyers Program attributed the problem to a misunderstanding of reporting
requirements.
The San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program's Board of Directors recently approved
the purchase of a new case management system and adopted new policies and
procedures designed to correct these problems. The grantee needs to verify that the
actions have corrected the problems.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that the grantee:
7.
Require the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program to perform eligibility
checks for all grantee funded cases.
8.
Implement procedures for periodically reviewing case files to determine if the
San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program made the eligibility determinations.
9.
Require the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program to submit a detailed
listing supporting the number of cases handled under its contract with the grantee.
10.
Implement procedures for reviewing the detailed listing to ensure it accurately
reflects the cases handled.
SUMMARY OF GRANTEE COMMENTS ON PRIVATE ATTORNEY INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM FINDINGS
The grantee’s comments confirmed our finding that eligibility checks were not
performed for domestic violence and guardianship cases. However, they disagreed with
the report finding that it did not adequately manage its Private Attorney Involvement
program. The comments stated that the grantee:
(1)

has its Executive Director and a member of its Board of Directors actively
participate as members of the governing body of the San Diego Volunteer
Lawyers Program,
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(2)

entered into a sub-grant agreement with the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers
Program detailing their respective responsibilities, and

(3)

conducted periodic reviews of Case Statistics Reports submitted by the San
Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program.

The comments also disputed the report’s statement that both parties in domestic
dispute cases were counted in reporting closed cases statistics.
The grantee stated that the recommendations had already been implemented and
would continue to be reviewed.
OIG RESPONSE TO GRANTEE COMMENTS
The following addresses the grantee’s comments:
1. We recognize that the grantee’s Executive Director and a Board member serve on
the Board of the San Diego Volunteer lawyers Program. Serving on the Board does
not in itself ensure that LSC requirements are met.
2. The grantee has a comprehensive sub-grant agreement with the San Diego
Volunteer Lawyers program. However, the agreement is not followed. We found no
evidence that the required reporting was done or that eligibility checks were
performed.
3. We found no evidence to support the comment that the grantee reviewed Case
Statistics Reports prepared by the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers program. The
grantee did not have a report on Private Attorney Involvement cases from the San
Diego Volunteer Lawyers program. The Private Attorney Involvement data for the
Grant Activity report was provided over the telephone by the San Diego Volunteer
Lawyers program and was not supported by a detailed list of clients.
We reviewed the work papers documenting the sample cases from the San Diego
Volunteer Lawyers Program. In a sample of 85 cases, 6 cases were closed when the
program discovered it was already representing one of the two parties in a domestic
dispute case. In these cases we did not find any indication that the program
represented both parties in the dispute. However, both parties were counted as closed
cases. We made minor editorial changes to make this report section clearer.
The grantee’s comments indicated that the recommendations to improve the Private
Attorney Involvement Program had been implemented. However the information
presented indicated that implementation was still in process. Therefore, a corrective
14

action plan for implementing the recommendations, including dates for completing the
actions, is required within 30 days of the date of this report.
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APPENDIX 1

LISTING OF FINDINGS AND ASSOCIATED RECOMMENDATIONS
Findings:
1.

Closed cases were significantly overstated (page 6).
Recommendations #1-4

2.

Open cases were understated (page 8).
Recommendations #1-4

3.

Some cases did not have client names (page 9).
Recommendation #5

4.

Errors were made in recording client data in the case management
system (page 9).
Recommendation #6

5.

Private Attorney Involvement Program was not adequately managed
(page 12).
Recommendations #7-10
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February 23, 1999

E. R. Quatrevaux, Inspector General
l.egal Services Corporation
750 1st Street, 10th F1oor
NE Washington, DC 20002-4250

RE:

YOUR DRAFT REPORT ON TH.E RESULTS OF YOUR RECENT AUDIT OF
LASSO

Dear Mr. Quatrevaux:
Thank you for providing me with a draft report and soliciting my comments regarding the recent
audit ofour program by your office. Additionally, I wish to further thank you for your generous
response to my need to extend the time to respond to the draft report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - (Page 1)
The first paragraph of your summary implies that the overstatement of the number of cases closed
during the year was somehow determined by your office's audit ("the audit"). The summary
omits the fact that we had independently determined the stated errors and written to your office
on August 3, 1998, stating the discrepancies. Moreover, in my pre-audit correspondence, I stated
that our program had adjusted our figures, and that we had implemented changes in our
procedures to no longer count telephone referrals as closed cases. Please see my letter of August
3, 1998, attached hereto as Exhibit I.
The first sentence of the second paragraph states that "no eligibility determinations were made . .
."for callers who were not provided legal assistance. That is patently untrue. Basic eligibility
information was collected on each caller {gro~ family income, number in household). 'J'he
eligibility information and format for collecting that iofonnation were demonstrated to the
81lditors. This information was used to determine whether the caller would receive a referral.
Since we knew from the nature of these calls that the callers would be referred, we did not subject
them to questioning about the augmentation/diminution ofincome factors. However, it is not a
fair characterization to say that ··no" eligibility determinations were made.
D:\QUATREVAER.llPD

E. R. Quatrevaux
February 23, 1999
Page 2 of9

The third sentence of the second paragraph of the Executive Summaty indicates that 4,700 private
attorney involvement closed cases were reported which were not paid for with LSC funding.
Again, this disclosure was made, along with an explanation, prior to the audit. As stated in
Exhibit 1, the LSC website and instructions for use thereof, at the time of the reporting
requirements, set forth conflicting instructions. It required the reporting of private attorney
involvement cases in one instruction, and stated that non-LSC funded cases should not be
reported in another section. Finally, we noted that the website would not allow for placing a "O"
in the appropriate fields and would not allow us to "submit" our repon without inputting the
statistics.
The next sentence of the Executive Summaty specifies that clerical errors were made. Again,
these errors were noted in my pre-audit report to your office. In that report, I acknowledged the
problem, planned corrective action and stated that adjustments had been made.
The next sentence states that you estimate 282 cases were reported twice. We do not believe an
appropriate stati:.1:ical sample was extracted regarding alleged duplicate cases. Only twelve
instances were reviewed. We did agree that approximately five duplicate cases were found.
However, a case-by-case analysis would be required to determine if there were more than those
five cases. This is because the audit instructions for that data run required a repon of all cases
when:: the last name of the client was repeated in the report year. Needless to say, there are large
numbers of non-duplicate cases with common surnames (e.g., Smith, Martinez, etc.). Finally, we
have contracted with Kemp's Case Works to install a new software data management system
which will produce reports on potential duplicate cases. We suggest that any estimates regarding
double reporting of cases be withheld pending a case-by-case review, or evaluation of our new
system once Kemp's is installed.
You unfairly state, in the second sentence of the third paragraph, that we failed to include client
names in over l,000 cases. These 1,000 cases were the "referred after legal assessment" caUers
described at the beginning of paragraph two of the Executive Summary. Since these referrals are
not allowed to be reported or termed "cases", according to your own instructions, they certainly
cannot be identified as "ca.~es" for this comment. That would be a logical inconsistency.
The use of twelve ca.~es as a sampling to determine the percentage of incorrect problem type or
reason closed codes is statistically inappropriate on a database of32,000 reported cases, or even
10,232 actual cases. We object to a determination that because five out of twelve cases examined
had an error that a projected 1,200 incorrect closing or reason closed codes can be expected.
BACKGROUND - (Page 2)

Second paragraph states that LAS SD is required to report, in its Grant Activity Report, "statistics
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for . . . Private Attorney Involvement Programs funded wilh LSC f11nds ... " (emphasis added).
That statement is not exactly indicative of the reporting format. The report requires statistics
from private attorney involvement programs. A separate section states not to report cases unless
funded with LSC funds. However, the two requirements seemed to be mutually exclusive and of
equal weight. The instructions were not written as set forth in this background statement. In
actuality, it seems LSC reporting instructions assumed that all PAI activities would be LSC
funded.
OBJECTIVES. SCOPE. AND METHODOLOGY - (Page 3)

The last line of the third paragraph states that client case liles were reviewed which "appeared to
be duplicate cases." This statement does not set forth the criteria which were used to determine
what cases "appeared" to be "duplicate" cases. It is our contention that the methodology used
was at best, obliquely related to potentially duplicate cases. Name and problem code correlation
{as used in the audit), are insufficient to make the required determination. Since our program
does not use a Social Security Number or other unique identifier, the use of a surname as an
identifier is flawed at best. There is no way to determine that the names are from the same
individual without examining each file. Moreover, J..SC problem codes are genera] in nature and
can easily apply to more than one unique fact pattern within the same general area of that problem

code.
Additionally, a sampling ofthiny cases from more than 10,000 would seem to be an insufficient
statistical sampling for purposes of projecting an error rate over the entire I 0,000 cases.

RESULTS· (Page 4)

The first paragraph, second sentence of page 4 repeats the incorrect information set forth in the
Executive Summary that no eligibility checks were performed by our office on brief telephone
contacts. Please refer to the Executive Summary. The next sentence restates issues already
discussed: overstatements from norrLSC P Al cases, cases that did not exist, and duplicate cases.
l incorporate herein by reference my comments regarding the inconsistent and ambiguous l,SC
instructions regarding reporting of P Al cases.
The assertion that we reported cases that did not exist is inaccurate. As stated in comments to the
Executive Summmy, there were no "cases" without names. There were only, to use your words,
"very brief telephone contacts where no legal service was provided" where callers refused to give
their naane at the time of the referral. Since you have determined that these were not "cases" and
could not be counted in our case activity report, it is both unfair and inconsistent to identify these
matters as "cases that did not exist."
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The duplicate case issue has been discu~ twice before in these comments, and suffice it to say
only that the sampling was insufficient, did not use variables which would detennine which cases
were in fact duplicate, and the results of the sampling are disputed.
Finally, the first paragraph again sets forth contentions regarding our failure to follow LSC
reporting instructions, clerical errors and the lack of supervisory review. All of these items were
detected and reported to your offices prior to the audit. I find it incongruous that we now are
told that the "results of the audit" detern1ined the information which I provided to you prior to the
audit. It is interesting to note that it took 4 5 days (31 S person work hours) of auditing activity at
our program by OIG, to detect those problems which l had identifled in writing to your office
prior to the visit.
EXAMINATION OF RF.PORTED CASES - (Page S)

Please see prior comments regarding LSC instructions on reporting and entry ofdata into the
website.
CLOSED CASES OVERSTATED - (Page 6)
Please see prior comments regarding referrals reported as cases, P Al, clerical errors, and
duplicates.
REFERRALS WlTllOUT LEGAL ASSESSMENT - (Page 6)

The third sentence states that the screeners obtained "the caller's name, address, legal problem . .
." 1'he screeners also obtained the gross family income and number of household members. This
information was used to determine client e1igi1>ility. The data fields for this information were
demonstrated to the auditors. While the financial infonnation was not saved, it must be input into
the computer by the screener in order for the referral to be recorded. Ineligible clients would be
automatically rejected by the computer.
The audit states: "the screeners did not suggest to the callers that the grantee would provide any
type of legal service other than the phone number." This is incorrect. Screeners provide simple
information such as calculating the amount of time a person has to respond to a notice or a
summons, reviewing information provided by the caller to detennine the type of problem the
caller has and what referral service would best be able to handle that problem, and advise callers
on interim steps that need to be taken to maintain the status quo until they can obtain help from
the referral agency.
Of course, I reported the telephone contacts to your office prior to the audit as set forth above.
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NON-LSC FUNDED PRIVATE ATTORNEY INVOLVE1fENT CASES - (Page 7)
Please see comments above regarding the use of the LSC web site and conflicting instructions for
reporting private attorney involvement cases and cases funded or not funded by LSC. Clearly,
your report's statement that my staff needed to contact the LSC staffto answer this dilemma
demonstrates the inadequacy of the reporting system and instructions which were in place.
Ted Ferris ofLSC has indicated to me that he recalls that my office did contact LSC to get
clarification but that the final outcome was left unclear.
Note that as a result of these problems, the new revised 1999 handbook now requires that starting
next year non-LSC funded cases will be reported. Since PAT has always been an LSC
requirement placed upon our program resources, we have always felt that it was important to err
on the side of disclosure rather than non-disclosure, in order to verify that in fact we were
complying with PAI directives.
NON-EXISTENT CASES - (Page 7)
This information was provided to you prior to the auditor's visit.
DUPLICATE RECORDS - (Page 8)

Please see prior comments under Executive Summary and under page 4 "Results of Audit."

Since LASSO does not utilize a unique client identifier (such as Social Security Number), a near
duplicate report is problematic at best. Different clients with the same last name could be and
were included as duplicate files. Therefore, we have no way of knowing whether or not the
"potential duplicates" were of the same category as the "actual duplicates" that were found. To
multiply the "potential duplicates" by the percentage of actual duplicates is inconsistent and
statistically inaccurate. Moreover, \Ye dii.')>uted the number of duplicate cases that were foWld. I
discussed the duplicate cases, one-by-one, with the auditors. In my opinion, there were five
duplicate files. The auditors were not trained in legal analysis and, in my opinion, were unable to
understand differences in legal issues which required representation of the same client in different
arenas for factual differences within the overarching problem code.
We would agree that five of705 potential duplicates were duplicate cases. We would require a
review of all of the other potential duplicate files in order to make an accurate determination
beyond that number.
Since we ran a near duplicate report which was based upon the last name of the individual and the
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same or a different problem code that closed within the reporting year, it is clear that there is a
huge potential for error in even determining which files were potentially duplicate. In order to
verify the extrapolation or projection of the figures for duplicate client files, the auditors would
have to do a test for contamination of the data. As previously stated, this is because there is no
single client identifier such as a Social Security Number to differentiate between different clients

with the same last name.
LSC GlJIDANCE ON REPORTING - (Page 9)

The next to the last sentence of this statement indicates that there was an issue regarding the
timely closing ofcases. This issue is not raised anywhere else in the report. This statement needs
to be clarified as it does not seem applicable and insinuates a problem which was not raised
anywhere else by OJG.
Note that the two important requirements indicated are applicable to the March 1999, Grani
Activity Report. This would apply to the data for the 1998 year. The OIG audit related to our
1997 Grant Activity Report. What is the relevance?
OTHER CASE MANAGEMENT ISSUES - (Page 9)

CASES WITHOUT NAMES - (Page 9)
The l,000 "cases" LsicJ that did not include the client's name were not cases. These 1,000 items
were part of the I4,917 referrals. We have been criticized for including the referrals in our report,
since they were not cases. lt seems inconsistent to subsequently identify the 1,000 referrals
without client names as "cases" and make this a reporting issue. The 1,000 cases without a client
name are not to be reported and thus whether they have a name or not is irrelevant.

ERRORS RECORDING CLIENT lNFORMA110N AND CASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (Page 9)
We disagree that the automated Case Management System had a 12.5% error rate. The errors
alleged were of two varieties: Problem codes and reason closed codes. The combination of two
different sets of activities into one error rate and extrapolation of that data into a percentage of an
overall error rate cannot be substantiated statistically.
The auditors alleged one "case" with an incorrect problem code. That was not a case, but was a
referral after brief telephone contact (one of the 14,917 "RA" items that you state should not have
been reported). Therefore, the error occurred outside of the database which was subject to
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review. There were no determined problem code errors in the I 0,232 cases which OIG states
were actually closed during the year.
The remaining four alleged errors regarded improper closing codes. I reviewed the four files that
allegedly had improper closing codes. One was referred after legal assessment because the legal
worker did not undertake to represent the client. There was no problem with that closing code.
The second case was referred after legal assessment because a review of the client's information
by the legal worker showed that there was colorable claim but that a private attorney would
probably be able to handle the case. The third case was closed as negotiated settlement with
litigation. This was an unlawful detainer case and the closing code was correct. The last case
was closed under the code "CW" that is, that the client withdrew during representation. Tms
case was a close call. We did analyze the client's !!ituation and advise her regarding her situation.
Our advice was that she withdraw from a hearing before an administrative law judge. The client
did withdraw from the hearing. We did not represent the client. Arguably this should have been
closed as an advice only case.
Therefore, 1 would state that we found one possible error in the forty cases that were reviewed. I
believe that such an error rate could be considered an anomaly, and it is clear that further testing
would have to occur before there would be a substantial correlation to detennine ifthe sample
was large enough and indicative enough of actual practices to be extrapolated over 10,000 cases.
At this point, we do not believe there were sufficient errors to create any substantial error rate, let
alone one of 12.5%.
RECOMMENDATIONS-(Page 10)
Nearly all of the recommendations set forth in the OIG draft report were discussed in my letter to
the OIG prior to the audit visit.
l.

Implement procedures for supervise!)'. revie'" over prcnaration of the Grant Activity
Report have been implemented.
Procedures for supervisory review over preparation of the Grant Activity report
have been implemented. In fact, it is clear from my letter of August 3, 1998, that
supervisory review had taken place and in fact resuhed in a revision of the data
previously supplied to LSC.

2.

Implement procedures to validate the accuracy of the Grant Activity Report before it is
submitted to LSC.
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Again, my letter of August 3, 1998, in and of itself, is an indicator that those
validation procedures have been implemented. They obviously were implemented
aft.er the submission of the 1997 data and are in place for submission of the 1998
data.
3.

Implement procedures requiring that a detailed case listing be prepared to support the
statistical data on open and closed cases in the Grant Activity Report.
Detailed case listings to support the statistical data were run prior to the audit visit.
That procedure is continuing.

4.

Periodically prepare a "near duplicatcw report and purge redundant records from the
automated case management system.
We are preparing near duplicate reports and purging redundant records, although
we have found very few.

5.

lmylement yrocedures that reguire clients to provide their names before a case is opened.
We have always required clients to provide names before a case is opened. No
client file has ever been opened without a name. This alleged anomaly existed only
in the "RA" data which was not reportable as a case.

6.

Periodically prg>are automated case management reports with LSC standard problem
tmes and reason closed codes and circulate to managing attorneys to validate that the
information in the automated system matches the information in client case files.
We are currently preparing and have prepared automated case managements
reports and have circulated them to managing attorneys fur validation.

MANAGEMENT OF PAT PROGRAf\-f - (Pages 10 and 11)
Your report indicates in the first paragraph under this section that "the grantee did not adequately
manage its PAl program and has no assurance that the San Diego Volunteer Program served only
LSC eligible clients with these funds."
This state is false and misleading and we hereby categorically deny its assertions.
First of all, as we explained to the OIG on-site auditors, the Executive Director and one Board
member ofLASSD actively participate as members ofSDVLP's governing body. ln addition, we
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have a sub-grant agreement with SDVLP which details their responsibilities for representing
eligible clients and submitting regular CSR reports along with our responsibility for oversight.
this document was shown to the on-site OIG auditors_
Finally, periodic review of the CSR reports from SDVLP was conducted by LASSO and
continues. lt is also worthy to note that all clients referred to our PAl in-court domestic violence
and guardianship clinic have already been deemed by the court to be below federal poverty
guidelines for purposes of court fee waivers.
With regard to the PAI Program Recommendations set forth on page 12 of your report, our
simple and straightforward answer to all four of these recommendations is that they already have
been implemented and will continue to be reviewed. Nevertheless, I have attached for your
edification and review, as Exhibit 2, three pages of responses to your recommendations and
comments from our PAl program. I hereby incorporate our PAl program's response herein by
reference.
l sincerely hope that our comments will be helpful to you in completing a more accurate final
report. l want to thank you and your staff for your office's cooperation and as.5istance throughout
this laborious and expensive ordeal
Thank you for your assurances that this entire response (with exhibits) will be pennanently affixed
to each and every copy of the final report_ lfl can provide you with any further information,
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Very trulyyours,
- ..

°'gory E/:lnondsq.

.

Executive 'Director/Chief Counsel
gek/aha
Attachments
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August 3, 1998

Mr. Fred Gedrich
Office of t he Inspector General
Legal Services Corporation ·
750 l"t street, NE 10'·" Floor
Washington, D.C. 20002-4250
Re:

OIG Audit Scheduled for August 10-23, 1998

Dear Mr. Gedrich:
This letter is sent to your attention in response to the preaudit
visit letter dated July 16 , 1998, from Leonard Koczur of your
office. Please note that although the letter is dated July 16,
1998, and was faxed t o our offices on July 17, 1998, I did not
actually review either the fax copy or the original of the letter
until Monday, July 20, 1998. In add ition, I also rece i ved an email from you dated Thursday, July 16, 1990. This e-mail was not
read either until Monday, July 20, 1998.
As I explained in one or more of our recent telephone
conversations, these COlllIDunications were put off to the side
while we worked diligently on submitting our LSC RFP competitive
b id by the due date of July 22 , 1998. Immediately after
submission of our LSC RFP competitive bid response, we had to
shift gears and prepare a response to a County of San Diego RFP
which, if we are the successful bidder, will bring i n
approximately three mill i on dollars additional resources to our
program over the next five years for consumer health related
advocacy and community education services . our bid on this RFP
was due Jul y 29, 1998.
I want to take this opportunity to thank y ou for your patience in
allowing us to take care of our funding responsibil ities before
getting to work on providing you and your office with the
information you requested. Enclosed you will find our current
staff roster with notations regarding the availability of myself
and all pr oqram attorneys, paralegals, i ntake special ists, etc.
during the audit. Please note that our Rinformation System
Specialist," will be in our office and at your disposal on Monday
and TUesday , August 10 a nd 11, 1998 . He works for u s on a part
time contractual basis so his availability will be limited over
the two-week period. He will be available on August 10 and 11 to
run any reports you or your co-workers request but after the
llLh, his availability will be subject to J6 to 48 hours notice.

l

We have also included our employee binder of related policies and
procedures as well as the notebook used by all our intake
specialists. This may be more inform~tion than you requested but
i t should qive you a good picture of our program and our policies
and procedures relating to everything from eli gibility to case
11anaqe11ent.
With regard to your request for comprehensive open and closed
listings of client casas information from 1997, that complete
listing is enclosed as well. However, some explanation and
clarification is required.
First of all, we are not sure where the 1 997 closed cases figure
of 32,304 cases noted in Mr. Koczur's letter came from. This
amount of closed cases matches neither the total we believe we
entered on the websi te for LSC in March, nor the actual total in
our system.
While our internal recording and tracking of cases are extremely
accurate, we have had problems with the web base data entry
system created by LSC f or reporting grant activity. In addition,
we have had proble111s reconciling their s e em i ngly inconsistent
i nstructions with regard to reporting both PAI cases and cases
that were "referred after assessment.'"
We reported Private Attorney Involvement (PAI) cases with our ·
cases on the G-3 (a)form. We also reported PAI cases on the G3(d)forn.
Instructions on form G-3(a) state: "Please include cases closed
by private attorneys in this form. Please also complete a
separate torn G-3(d) for cases closed by private attorneys. We
did this.
•

On fora G-J(d) the ins tructions indicate: "Please also include

cases closed by private attorneys in form G- 3 (a)/Basic
Field/General." We complied with this ins t r uction as well.

Each form also states: " Th i s form should include only cases
supported in whole or in part by LSC funds." We did not comply
with this instruction. Had we only included ca.ses supported in
whole or in part by LSC funds, we would have been unable to ·
report any numbers for our PAI component.
Therefore, given
conflicting instructions and the desire to substantiate our PAI
work, we chose to report PAI statistics with our own statistics
and on the separate PAI form. In addition, it should be noted
that it is impossible to report "O'" for PAI cases because LSC's
web base data entry system rejects any attempt to submit the PAI
case activity for~ with only Os entered.
We do not fund any of our PAI activities with LSC funding. As
our annual audit indicates, we clearly meet our obl igation to
spend an a.111.ount equal to 12.5% of our LSC fund i ng on PAI
activities. However, we set aside non-LSC funds for this
purpose. The vast majority of our PAI a c tivities are conducted
by our San Diego County Bar sponsored PAI component, the San
2

Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program. We provide a substantial subgrant of non-LSC funds to our PAI component so that no
restrictions or requirements from LSC ~ill be passed on to that
separate non-profit entity.

The total nW'lber of cases closed by our program should have .been
reported as 25, 208. A complete alphabetical listing of those
cases for 1997 is enclosed pursuant to your request.
Please be advised that the above number inc ludes approximately
5,000 family law referrals which were likely made direct l y to our
PAI subcontractor. The number of family law referrals noted on
our 1997 grant activity report appears to be 9,089. This number
is incorrect because our data entry person made an error when she
added our program's f amily law referrals of 4,925 to the family
law referrals of our subcontractor which should have been 416 ,
she added the number 4,164 thus giving an erroneous total of
9,089.
In addition, that same data entry person entered the PAI
total case closing of 4, 700 (a number she inexplicably rounded
down to from the actual figure submi tted by our contractor of
4,794) twice. Thereby overstating our combined basic f ield and
PAI by at least 4,7 00 closed cases.
out of the 25, 208 total closed cases for 1997, 1 4,917 of those
were "referred after assess:ment. 11 This means that approximately
59% of the total closed cases were "referred after assess ment" as
opposed to the 74t figure you stated in your e-mail to me on J uly
16, 1998. This relatively high nUJllber of "referred after
assessment" statistics is actually due to i nstructions we
received from an LSC auditinq/monitoring team sometime ago. At
that time we were not counting any statistics for referrals at
all. The LSC folks told us specifically t hat our software should
be adapted to capture all eligible client contacts. Based upon
instructions, we modified our system to capture all of the
statistics and began reporting them as instructed.
It was not until May 1998 when we received the new CSR Handbook
from LSC that we noted the small footnote on the front page of
the Handbook which stated that "referred after assesment"
statistics should now only be counted when the referral was made
by the legal worker after opening a case or performing some brief
service or advice. This is completely contrary to the
instructions previously received from LSC. However, we have now
adjusted our instructions to staff to conform to this n ew
i nterpretation/instruc tion.

Nonetheless, the 1997 data was collected and reported without the
be.nefit of this new i nstruction . It therefore relied upon
previous advice from LSC regarding our data collection system and
included all c lient eligible contacts to our office in which
clients received information and referral. As can be seen from
the data, thousands upon thousands of people ca ll us whom we are
unable to assist. However, we ensure that all o f these people at
least receive some information and referral to other
organizations. We have always repor ted this information to LSC
in order to substantiate the volume of client eligible contact we
3

receive from our various client collll1lunities.
In addition to the 1997 closed cases listing, we have also
enclosed a complete alphabetical listing of the 1,076 cases that
remained open as of 12/31/97 . This number is substantially
higher than the number reported in the 1997 case activity form
and does not i nclude the 100 or so cases open as of 12/31/97 with
our PAI subcontractor.

Final l y, I feel compelled to respond and clarify an issue raised
in your July 16, 1998 E-mail to my attention. In the last
sentence of the second paragraph you noted: "By the way, your
offer to possibly get her some good training instruction is
appreciated but cannot be accepted". As you may recall I asked
you about this particular sentence when you telephoned me on Jul y
JO, 1998.
I was concerned because that sentence somewhat out of
context and dropped i nto the message "out of the blue" might lead
someone who read it and who was not privy to our phone
conversation on the subject to believe that I might have been
inappropiately offering you someth i ng of value.
As you will
recall, during one of our telephone conversations, you indicated
your pri de in your daughter's accomplishments as a track athlete.
You a lso indicated that since you will be visiting "America's
Finest City" during the Slllllll\er that you might bring your daughter
with you on the trip. In that same conversation I simply
re•inded you that the new International Olympic Training facility
had recently opened here in San Diego. The sum total of my offer
at the time was simply to provide you and your daughter with
directions as to how to get to that facil ity. This was so she
could use that facil ity while you were busy here at our program
during the day. I believe that that facility is, and rightly
ought to be, open to the public and certainly open to any amateur
athlete who would desire to make limited u s e of the facilities.
I hope this clarifies for both you and anyone else at OIG what in
fact had transpired between us.

As I indicated during our last tele phone conversation, I
appreciate you not requiring me to mail this lette r and the
massive amount of enclosures to your attention in Washington,
D.C., but rather allowing one of your local San Diego contractors
to pick up the packaged materials. I spoke with one of the
contractors earlier today and she i ndicated that s he will be
picking up the materials tomorrow morning at 9:00 a.m.
Thank you very much for your cooperation throughout this process.
We look forward to your visit and we hope it will be a productive
one not only for LSC but for our program as well.
Ve0trulyJ
If

t?3
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GREGORY E. KNOLL. ESQ.

Executive Director/Chi ef counsel
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Office of the Inspcctor General of the Legal Services Corporation's Recommendations Relating
to SDVLP's Legal Aid Funded Cues and the LASSD/SDVLP Response
,'

•

Remmmendation 7: Require the San Diego Volun~ Lawyer Progiaw to pcrfQl'Dl
eli11Dility checlcll for all grantee funded cases.
Response
•
financial Eligibility Determination

SDVLP does perform fjMnr,;ial cliJibility checks on all IJ'antee funded case5 with
the exception of its domestic violmcc caseload. Undet California Fami1y Code
Section 6222, court filing fees are wai\'00 {or a petition to obtain a domestic
violence re.straining order or one seeking the moc:liru:ation or enforcement of a
protective order filed in a domestic violence proceeding. SDVLP operate& its
D<>mestic Violence Prevention Project pursuant to these provisions. In
ooordination with the San Diego Superior Court, SDVLP assists victims of
domestic violence who come to the courthouse in completing and filing the
applications and declarations for domestic violence restraining orders. Inquiries
fl'!8atding financial status arc not imposed to ens4tC all domestic violence victims
coming to the courthouse for emergency protective relief receive help without
delay and to ensure these clients are processed in time to attend their specially
calendared hearings.
In addition.. with the California Lcgisla~'s and the U.S. Congress' emphasis on
serving victims of domcstk violence and with LSC's empba.!lis on court-sited pro
se clinics, it seems illo&icil to impose this requirement on a PAT program using
ocm-LSC state funds for victims of domestic violence seeking emergency
protection in a courthouse aettin5. In fact, One of the OfG auditors conducted a
site visit to SDVLP's downtown court domestic violence clinic md -remarked how
impressed she was with the organization and effectiveness of this service. Last
year, this caseload totaled more than 3000 clients. To implement a full eligibility
assessment on all individuals needing immediate lepl protection would not Ouly
be inconsistent with the California Code, but would l.ik.ely delay processing of
their applications and potentially jeopardize their physicaJ safety. These delays
would, in tum, significantly restrict SDVLP'.s ability to serve such a large number
of clients requesting assistance in a hi~ volnme court clinic.
It should be coted that, in contrast to 1be OIG's unsupported assumption that
many ineligible clients arc being provided services, it has been SDVLP's
experience that of the applications for domestic violence resllaining orders filed in
prose in San Diego County, the vast majority of these applicants me indigent or
working poor ll5 defmed by federal swutes.
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Octet n1in•tion ofCitizenship or Resident Alien Status

•

It was SDVI..P' s understandini that immigrant victims of domestic violence wm:
speelfically exempted from the restrictions n:lating to serving alierts 101dm the
Kennedy amendments. If that is the case, verifying citizenship or legal re11idc:at
status for these cJienls is simply a time-consnmiq exercise without any purpose
1111d violates at least the spirit of the amendments. In lhc guardianship clinic,
grandparents and other relative petitiOnetS are also being a9Sisted as pro .se clients.
They arc: not represented in cmnt. but are simply assisted in accur.dely completing
lhe gwudianship applications and oourt documents. These are stable and
responsible relatives who ate seeking the care and custody of children who arc

being or have been neglected and abused. There is oo legal issue involving an
immigration matter, there is no in-court representation and the intended
beneficiary of the service ate the cltildl en. in need of safe and healthy C8":.. The
clients are refet1ed from the Probate Court and from lhe County Department of
Social Services. Notwithstanding these fiu;;ts, revisions in the SDVLP intake
forms have been made to rc:qui~ information on the legal status of these service
applicants.
•

Rttommendatioa 8: Implement procedures for pe:iodically reviewing case files to

determine if the San Diego Volunteef" Lawyer Program made the eligibility
detetminations.
Response

LASSO will condu.ct annual rev;ews utilizing the audit methods similBT to those
em.ployed by the OIG to confirm SDVLl''s oompliancc with the LSC eligibility
requin:menls.
•

Re(Ommmdation 9: Require the S1111 Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program to submit a
detailed listing supporting the number of cases handled under it!I contract with the

pnree.

Response
SDVLP has purchased and is installing the Kemp'5 C~ Worlcs Clients 98 for Windows
Software Program recommended by the OJG inspector and designed to generate a varie.!y
of statistical reports in formats ~ired by LSC and other government funding sources.
SDVLP will be required to provide LASSD with periodic reports generated by the Kemp
Program of case files bandied through its contract
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...

Recommendatloa 10: Implement procedures for reviewing the detailed listin1 to ensure
it a.ccuralely reflects the cases handled.

Respo•te
LASSO will compare the listing ofcase nwnbcni with the tot.aJ number of cases reported
on a periodic basis.
•

Otha: h11ues

The OIG draft report i.hoorrectly states 111.at SDVLP "'overstated" its closed ~oad
statistics by "routinely" countina ~ clients both parties in • domestic violence dispute
casa. This usertian is categorically fidse. While SDVLP includa the name of the
opposing ~ in ii$ the automated case file, only the client is wigncd a file nwnber and
counted in statistical compilations associated with the domestic violence caseload. The
draft report also alleges that SDVLP reported as PAT clients '"non-domestic cases..
involving individuals whose incomes exccc:ded LSC limits. In fact, SDVLP's PAI
services are ex.elusively domestic or "family law" cases as defined by LSC. We strongly
urge that these incorrect assertions be stlickCJ1 #Tom the report.
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February 5, 1999

E.R. Quatrevaux, Inspector General
Legal Services Corporation
750 1•1 Street, N.E. 10 111 Floor
Washington, D.C . 20002-4250

RE:

SENT VIA FACSlMILF.

YOUR REQUEST FOR RE\/IEW AND COMMENT ON OR.t\FT REPORT

Dear Ed:

On January 29, 19991 received your office's draft report dated January 28. 19 99 regarding the
results of the l\vO audit trips to our progran1.
Your letter re<1uested that we provide you \Vith our comments " within ten days of the date of this
letter''. Even if I assun1ed ten ··\vorking" days. this mean that you expect to have our con1ments
by next Thursday. February 11 , 1')99. This time frame is simply impossible to meet. 'I' our office
spent a total of twenty t\vO days in San Diego in August and October of l998 gathering
information for this report. During our "exit intervie1.11" \1rith you r staff on October 22, 1998 we
\Vere pron1ised a "draft report" within thirty days. Instead, it has taken your ofticc over tnree
month to produce this draft report
Th~refore, t o

expect that we can present you viith a con1prehensive and detailed response v.·ithin
ten davs
, is neither fair nor reasonable. There are a nu rnber of factual misstaten1ents and omissions
in this draft report and we must be given the time to respond in detail and pn.1vide you with
doe u1nentation verifying our responses. In addition. our fvtanagcn1ent lnforn1ation Specialist is an
independent outside contractor fr(1n1 Northern California and \Ve need to coordinate our schedules
with him so that we can meet, revic\.v and diS<:us;; our response. Finally, we must schedule a series
of meetings with local officials from our independent, bar association sponsored P Al program, the
San ()iego Volunteer I .awyer Program in order to coordinate our responses and present you with
the most comprehensive information possible.
Just scheduling the above noted meetings is a nightmare in itself considering all of our schedules,
not to mention actually v.-riting our ollicial response.
For all the foregoing reasons, assun1ing that you have no strenuous objections, our forn1al
response to this draft report will arrive at your oftice •1 0 later than the clo~e of business Friday,
Febn1ary 26. 1999. We will 1nakc every etlbrt to get ·)ur response to you earlier.
LSC~ ESPONSEOOVA T R EVAUS 0205 1<Xi9

Your office has always been mo5t understanding and cooperative in working through such matters
with our program. Thank you for your anticipated cooperation in this instance as well.
If you have any que~tions or would like to discuss this matter further with me, please do not
hesitate to contact rnc at (619) 262-5557, Ext. 320.

Very truly y(prs,

GREGORY E.(K,NOLL. ESQ.
Executive DireWor/Chief Counsel
GEK/a

cc:

Len KoCZl.ir, Assistant Inspector General for Audit
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